ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Mutual funds with good performance always attract the attention of investors. And there is no lack of media coverage regarding fund managers with excellent management ability. In fact, the excellent management skill may come from multiple sources, including the timing and stock picking ability (Grinblatt and Titman, 1993; Daniel et al., 1997) . The timing ability denotes that fund managers can raise or reduce the holding positions at the right time, and the stock picking ability represents that fund managers can buy the stocks with following good performance and sell those with following bad performance.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The management ability of fund managers can be measured through timing and stock picking ability. The timing ability denotes the fund managers may increase β of their portfolios when the market index is rising, and vice versa.
Fund managers with timing ability may hold more risky positions when the market is in bull market, while they may hold less risky positions when the trend of market goes down (Kacperczyk et al., 2014) . The stock picking ability measures the abnormal return which is the return between the selected stocks and the benchmark. Fund managers with stock picking ability may choose stocks with better subsequent performance (Fulkerson, 2013) .
Past literature demonstrates that fund managers cannot perform better than the passive strategy if assessing their management ability by performance (Fama and French, 2010) . However, some researches denote that some funds can perform well persistently (Kacperczyk et al., 2005; 2008; Christoffersen et al., 2007; Kacperczyk and Seru, 2007; Cremers and Petajisto, 2009; Baker et al., 2010; Cohen et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2011; Amihud and Goyenko, 2013; Koijen, 2014) . The consistent result of the literature points out some of the best fund managers have stocking picking ability, but they almost have no timing ability (Ferson and Schadt, 1996; Graham and Harvey, 1996; Daniel et al., 1997; Becker et al., 1999; Kacperczyk and Seru, 2007) . A skilled fund manager will try to earn higher expected returns by raising the weight of stocks which are expected to perform better in their portfolio. However, Daniel et al. (1997) do not observe the timing ability of fund managers. Daniel et al. (1997) and Wermers (2000) point out that fund managers do not have timing ability when considering the stock characters, including market value, the ratio of market value over book value and momentum. They discover the positive stock picking ability but no timing ability.
Although the above literature shows little timing ability of fund managers, Bollen and Busse (2001) and Elton et al. (2012) find the timing ability of fund managers when adopting the higher frequency data. Kacperczyk et al. (2014) demonstrate that the management skills of fund mangers differ between bull and bear markets. They observe the top 25% winner funds with stock picking ability in booms. And they find that these funds have significant timing ability in recessions. That is, fund managers time the market well in recessions, while they pick stocks well in expansions.
Regarding the stock picking ability, Fama and French (2010) find that few funds can beat the passive benchmark effectively, indicating the weak skill of fund managers. However, Kosowski et al. (2006) point out that some fund managers have the ability of stock picking. For these fund managers, the excellent stock picking ability will make up for the cost, making the performance persistent. Grinblatt and Titman (1989; 1993) and Wermers (1997) conclude that the active fund managers can pick the stocks significantly well. Wermers (2000) further investigating the American mutual funds in 1975~1994 find that the return of funds" holdings are 1.3% higher than market index, 0.7% coming from stock picking ability and 0.6% coming from the characteristic of funds" holdings. Kacperczyk et al. (2005) and managers adjust their portfolio according to the new information and result in the excellent stock picking ability. Kosowski et al. (2006) adopting the bootstrap analysis displays that star fund managers" stock picking ability is good enough to cover the cost. Kacperczyk et al. (2014) find that the the top 25% winner funds with timing ability in recessions can significantly picks stocks well in booms. Kacperczyk et. al., demonstrates that only some fund managers have the management skill. And how to make use of the skills depends on the econmic environment.
Although the skilled fund managers can carry out their task sucessfully, it more or less depens on the environment of the market. Fulkerson (2013) investigating the equity funds in America find that fund managers have the stock picking ability in the first period (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) , while they do not have the stock picking ability in the second period (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) . Fulkerson believes that the stock picking in the mutual fund industry is the main sources of managers" skills.
The excellent fund managers must have the outstanding management skills. The literature demonstrates that the skill may come from the excellent stock picking or timing ability. Kacperczyk et al. (2014) find that good fund managers have the stock picking ability in booms and the timing ability in recessions. The fund managers with stock picking ability in expansion can do the timing well in recessions. These fund managers perform significantly better than other fund managers and the performance index. Kacperczyk et al., yet point out that some fund managers have the timing ability and some have the stocking picking ability. No one can perform well both in timing and stock picking. Kosowski et al. (2006) demonstrate that the best fund managers cannot contribute their performance totally to the luck. Thus, this study will examine whether the management ability of the same fund managers especially the excellent fund mangers persists. Moreover, this study will investigate whether the persistence comes from the timing ability persistence or the stock picking ability persistence.
This study focuses on the winner fund managers. The media reports these excellent fund mangers more often than other managers. Therefore, the excelelnt fund mangers can attrack more attention of fund investors. This study aims to investigate the persistence of fund managers" timing and stock picking ability, which will help investors clarify whether follow the excellent fund managers is a good decision or not.
RESEARCH METHOD
The Data
The sample of this research is the equity funds in Taiwan. The sample period is from Jan. 1997 to Dec. 2012 This study investigates previous and next equity funds which the same fund managers manage. The data of fund managers and the funds they manage was collected from Fund DJ website. Following Brinson et al. (1986) and Brinson et al. (1991) we measure the timing and stock picking ability of fund managers for the period they manage the specific fund. When the ranking of the timing (stock selecting) ability of the fund is in top 20%, the fund manager who manage this fund is denoted as winner fund manager. The data of fund expense ratio (Carhart, 1997) turnover rate (Jan and Hung, 2003) net assets (Berk and Green, 2004; Chen et al., 2004; Yan, 2008) and fund flows were collected from the fund database of TEJ (Taiwan Economic Journal).
Research Method
This study aims to investigate whether the timing and stock picking ability of previous and next funds which winner fund managers manage are persistent. The definition of timing and stock picking ability is as follows :
The Definition of Timing and Stock Picking Ability
Regarding the timing and stock picking ability, this study adopts the definition of Brinson et al. (1986) and Brinson et al. (1991) . They divide abnormal performance into timing ablility, stock picking ability and others. The abnormal perfromance is the sum of the three factors. The definition of abnormal return is the difference between the fund return and the poilcy return (passive basic holdings). The holdings of equity funds in Taiwan are at least 70% according to the regulation of Financial Superviosory Commission R.O.C.. Therefore, 70% of holdings is the passive basic holdings. The market return is the benchmark of the passive holdings. Thus, the policy return of funds is 70% of the market return. The definition of timing and stock picking ability is as Table 1 : Brinson et al. (1986) and Brinson et al. (1991) 
The Timing and Stock Picking Ability of Previous and Next Funds which Fund Managers Manage
Puetz and Ruenzi (2011) have pointed out that fund managers care more about their performance ranking rather than the absolute performance. This study investigates the timing and stock picking abilty persistence of winner fund managers, which focuses on the relative return not the absolute return. Following the ranking approach of Puetz and Ruenzi (2011) , this study constructs the timing and stock picking ability ranks of fund managers based on the funds they manage for the management period. The rank is between 1 and 0. The worst ranks 0 and the best ranks 1. The model is as follows:
Where the dependent variable ARANK j,k denotes the timing (stock picking) ability ranking of the next fund which the winner fund manager k manages. BRANK i,k represents the timing (stock picking) ability ranking of the previous fund which the winner fund manager k manages. When b 1 is significantly positive, it means the timing and stock picking ability of the previous and next funds which fund manager k manages are persistent. The control variable D SEX equal to 1 denotes the male winner fund manager and D EDU equal to 1 denotes that the winner fund managers" educational background is Master or Doctor. FLOW j,k denotes the average net flow rate of fund j (previous fund) which winner fund manager k manages for the management period. EXP j,k represents the average expense ratio of fund j which winner fund manager k manages for the management period. TURN j,k denotes the average turnover rate of fund j which winner fund manager k manages for the management period. SIZE j,k denotes the average logarithmic value of fund net assets of fund j which winner fund manager k manages for the management period.
Robustness Test
This study adopts the logistic regression as the robustness test. Model (2) aims to investigate the probability of becoming timing (stock picking) winners (1~0.8) of the next funds which winner fund manager k manages if the previous funds they manage were timing (stock picking) winners. In Model (2), D BWINik =1denotes the previous fund which the fund manager manages is timing (stock picking) winner. The logit L j (=ln [(P j /(1-P j )]) is log of odd ratiothe ratio between the probability that the next fund is timing (stock picking) winner and the probability that the next fund is not timing (stock picking) winner. The higher coefficient of b 1 denotes the higher probability of becoming timing (stock picking) winners of the next funds when the previous funds the fund managers manage were timing (stock picking) winners. 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The Timing and Stock Picking Ability Persistence of Winner Fund Managers
This study focuses on the performance (timing and stock picking) persistence of the previous and next funds which the fund managers manage. Table 2 demonstrates the PR (percentile rank) value of the previous and next funds which the fund managers manage. The statistics of Table 2 shows that the performance (return, timing ability, stock picking ability and others) PR value of the next funds which the fund manager manage is mostly lower than that of the previous funds. It is obvious that fund managers perform worse after they manage another fund. Table 2 further divides funds into two groups based on whether the previous and next funds which the fund managers manage belonge to the same fund company or not. Regarding the managers who change jobs to the other fund companies, the PR value of previous funds which they manage is above average (exceeding PR 50), which is better than that (less than PR 50) of the fund managers who stay at the same fund companies. Moreover, the retun and stock picking abilty of the next funds which the fund manager who change jobs to the other fund companies manages are better than those of the fund managers who stay at the same companies. Table 3 demonstrates the ratio of becoming winners of the next funds which the winner fund managers manage.
If we define top 20% of performance as winners, the winner ratio in our sample should be 20%. The higher (lower) ratio than 20% means the fund managers in our sample perform better (worse) than the average. In addition to the whole sample, in Table 3 , we also divide funds into two groups based on whether the previous and next funds which the fund managers manage belong to the same fund company or not. Regarding the statistics of the whole sample, Table 3 shows that the ratio of return and timing winner fund managers continuing to be the winners is higher than the average. The ratio of becoming winners of the next funds which the winner fund managers who change jobs to the other company manage is higher than the average (20%), while the ratio is mostly lower than the average (20%) (except for the timing ability) for the the next funds which the winner fund managers who stay at the same fund company. Generally, except for timing ability, winner managers who change jobs to the other fund companies seems to perform better than those who stay at the same fund companies. Table 4 aims to investigate the persistence of performance, timing ability and stock picking ability of fund managers by observing the previous and next funds the fund managers manage. The sample of Table 4 is (1996) . Golec (1996) finds better performance of fund managers with MBA degree, indicating the better stock picking ability of fund managers with higher educational background.
In Table 5 , we divide funds into two groups based on whether the previous and next funds which the fund managers manage belong to the same fund company or not. The statistics shows that the two coefficients of BRANK in Model 3 are significantly positive, which indicates that the stock picking ability of the two funds which the fund managers manage are persistent no matter the fund managers change their jobs to the other fund company or not.
Fund managers are timing ability persistent when the succesive funds they manage belong to the same fund company, while they are return persistent when the two funds they manage do not belong to the same fund company. 
The statistics in the parentheses is t value.* significant at 0.10 level, **significant at 0.05 level, ***significant at 0.01 level. Table 6 investigates the persistence of return, timing ability and stock picking ability of the two successive funds which the winner fund managers manage. The striking results are the insignificant coefficients of BRANK, which indicates that the winner fund managers are not performance (return, timing ability and stock picking ability) persistent. Table   6 shows that the net flow rate and expense rate affect the return of the next fund positively, while the turnover rate affects the return negatively.
In Table 7 , we divide funds into two groups based on whether the previous and next funds which the winner fund managers manage belong to the same fund company or not. The coefficients of BRANK regarding the timing and stock picking ability in Table 7 are not significant. This result indicates that the timing ability and stock picking ability of the next funds the winner fund managers manage are not persistent no matter the sucessive two funds they manage are at the same fund company or not. It is noteworth that the return of the next fund the winner fund managers manage reverses when the two funds belong to the same fund company. The coefficient of BRANK is -1.293 and the t value is -1.8, which is significantly negative. Obviously, investors should not rely on winner fund managers too much. We further find that the male winner fund managers or the winner fund managers with Master"s or Doctoral degree who stay at the same fund company perform worse in the next funds they manage. However, the winner fund managers get benefit from such characteristic mentioned above when they manage the next funds in another fund company. This phenomenon indicates that if the fund companies want to recruit winner fund managers from other fund companies, they should choose male fund managers with higher education background. Note: The statistics in the parentheses is t value.* significant at 0.10 level, **significant at 0.05 level, ***significant at 0.01 level. Table 8 aims to investigate whether the probability of becoming perfromance (return , timing, stock picking) winners (1~0.8) of the next funds which winner fund managers manage is higher if the previous funds they manage are perfromance (return , timing, stock picking) winners. The coefficient of D BWIN in Model 1of Table 8 is significantly positive, which indicates that the probability of becoming performance winners of the next funds the fund managers manage is higher when the previous funds they manage are return winners (D BWIN =1). However, the coefficients of D BWIN in Models 2 and 3are insignificantly positive, which indicates that the better timing and stock picking ability of previous funds of fund managers does not guarentee the ability persistenc of next funds. 
Robustness Test
The statistics in the parentheses is z value.* significant at 0.10 level, **significant at 0.05 level, ***significant at 0.01 level.
In Table 9 , we further divides funds into two groups based on whether the previous and next funds which the winner fund managers manage belong to the same fund company or not. The statistics demonstates that the probability of becoming timing or stock picking winners of the next funds the timing or stock picking winner managers manage is not significantly higher. Regarding the return winners, we find that the next funds have the higher probability to become the return winners if the succesive two funds the return winner fund managers manage belong to the different fund companies.
CONCLUSIONS
Past literature regarding the timing and stock picking ability (Grinblatt and Titman, 1993; Daniel et al., 1997; Bhojraj et al., 2012) or the persistence of these abilities (Fulkerson, 2013) are at the standpoint of mutual funds. Little literature investigates whether the timing and stock picking ability of the successive funds which the fund managers manage is persistent. That is, little literature investigates the management skill at the standpoint of "fund managers".
This study fills the gap of literature by adopting the two successive funds which are managed by the same winner fund managers as the sample to investigate whether the excellent timing and stock picking ability of winner "fund managers" is persistent or their good performance is just from good luck (Kosowski et al., 2006) .
Regarding the whole fund managers, we find that the successive two funds they manage are performance persistent. Moreover, the stock picking ability of the two funds they manage is persistent no matter the two funds belonging to the same fund company or not. Regarding the winner fund manager, we find no persistence of return, timing ability and stock picking ability. No matter the winner fund managers change the jobs to the other fund companies or not, the next funds the winner fund managers manage are not timing and stock picking ability persistent. The result of logistic regression also demonstrates that the probability of becoming timing or stock picking winners of the next funds which the timing or stock picking fund managers manage is not significantly higher than other funds. This study focuses on the timing and stock picking ability of "fund managers". The implications are as follows: 1. For fund companies, it is not necessary to recruit winner fund managers. Fund companies may pay more for the winner fund managers because of the good timing and stock picking ability of their previous funds. However, they cannot keep their excellent management ability, which will not necessarily bring positive influence on the fund companies. 2. For fund investors, when they are making investing choice, it is not necessary for them to follow the timing and stock picking winner fund managers. The performance of the next funds which the winner fund managers manage may reverse especially for the successive two funds belonging to the same fund company.
The evaluation of the timing and stock picking ability of this study is limited because only top 10 stock holdings are announced by the fund companies every month. And only stocks which market value in excess of 1% of the fund net assets are announced every quarter. This study therefore cannot collect the complete holding stocks of funds, which impedes our adopting of the stock holding approach. The following researchers may test whether the result of this study is robust if they have the holding data of funds every month.
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